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The cutting, tearing, mapping &
analysing exercise is designed to help
you understand the eight knowledge
processes of Learning by Design and
how these can be employed
purposefully to design learning.
Begin after reading through the rest
of these slides…
You will need a LbyD Placemat.



 the teacher side  the student side 

A completed Learning Element has two sides, one side in the professional
language of the teacher and the other in the language of the student.
The teacher-as-designer selects or designs activities with an acute awareness
of the knowledge processes or pedagogies which are activated by these activities
and with the intended purpose of this combination of activities and knowledge
processes.
This is one page from the Learning Element we will be working with...



The Learning Element selected for
this exercise was created by an
experienced pedagogical-mentor.
For the purposes of this exercise
we have stripped the headings and
pedagogical identifiers from the
Learning Element.
Your task is to cut or tear up the
various design elements from these
slides and to figure out which
pedagogy - knowledge process - you
believe is activated by each activity by
mapping it to the LbyD Placemat. To
do this you will need to engage in a
dialogue with a colleague(s), or with
the materials, using the glossary to
stimulate your thinking.
You will then be prompted to
sequence the activities into a
meaningful order - thinking about and
discussing how and why this
sequence is appropriate and how you
would expect it to work in practice..



The Learning by Design Placemat is a
four by two matrix divided into the
eight knowledge processes:

the known
the new

by naming
with theory

functionally
critically

appropriately
creativelyapplying

analyzing
conceptualizing

experiencing

The basic premise of this exercise is to
think about, analyze, discuss and map
activities to the Placemat…
Which knowledge process is the focus of,
or activated by, this activity?
How? Why?

?

?



Print and cut or tear up the next few slides…



Print, cut or tear up and map these activities to the LbyD Placemat… 
Which knowledge processes are the focus of these activities? 

One



TwoPrint, cut or tear up and map these activities to the LbyD Placemat… 
Which knowledge processes are the focus of these activities? 



ThreePrint, cut or tear up and map these activities to the LbyD Placemat… 
Which knowledge processes are the focus of these activities? 



FourPrint, cut or tear up and map these activities to the LbyD Placemat… 
Which knowledge processes are the focus of these activities? 



FivePrint, cut or tear up and map these activities to the LbyD Placemat… 
Which knowledge processes are the focus of these activities? 



Now map all of the activities to the LbyD Placemat…
Reflect on your decisions > note your thoughts and
reflections in your journal…post to your blog



Indicate with ‘color and comment’ each activity type - this will
help in the sequencing process and will support further analysis…



Now turn the Placemat over and sequence all the activities, which comes
first, which comes next, why this activity now?
Do the activities build on each other?
Think about coherence and creating a ‘through-line’.
Will this sequence make sense to the learners?



Let’s consider the designer’s knowledge
objectives. What kind of knowledge
objectives are these?
Discuss or think about…

Experiential?

Conceptual? Analytical?

Applied?
Identify & label them…



Cut, map and analyze the objectives to the activities…thinking about the degree of
match or connection between them. Do the activities address the objectives? How?



What have you learned from this exercise?
What is significant here for you?
How might designing like this affect you?
Your students? What might it mean for
your colleagues?
Post your reflections to your blog…


